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THE MIND AND THOUGHT OF KHALIL GIBRAN
Philosophical review of his literary works

Sunil Dutt
Research Scholar, Kurukshetra University
Kurukshetra
duttsunil92@gmail.com

Introduction
In speaking about work to the people of Orphalese, Gibran's

Prophet, Al-mustafa, says, "Work is love made visible."' It is only fair to
Gibran, therefore, that we should treat his literary works, eight in
Arabic and an equal number in English, as various manifestations of
this love. Had Gibran been primarily a thinker, a student addressing
himself to the study of his philosophy would probably have been able to
establish a Gibranian system of thought and a welldefined theory of
love. But Gibran was primarily a poet and a mystic in whom thought, as
in every good poet and good mystic, is a state of being rather than a
state of mind. A student of Gibran's philosophy, therefore, finds himself
more concerned not with his ideas but with his disposition; not with his
theory of love but with Gibran the lover. That Gibran had started his
literary career as a Lebanese emigrant in twentieth-century America,
passionately yearning for his homeland, may, perhaps give a basic clue
to his disposition and intellectual framework. 

To be an emigrant is to be an alien. But to be an emigrant mystical
poet is to be thrice alienated. To geographical alienation is added
estrangement from both conventional human society at large, and also
the whole world of spatio-temporal existence. Therefore such a poet is
gripped by a triple longing: a longing for the country of his birth, for a
utopian human society of the imagination in which he can feel at home,
and for a higher world of metaphysical truth. This triple longing
provided Gibran with the basis for  his ar tistic creativity. Its
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development from one stage of his work to another is only a variation
in emphasis and not in kind; three strings of his harp are always to be
detected and towards the end of his life they achieve almost perfect
harmony in his master-piece, The Prophet, where the home country of
the prophet Almustafa, the utopian state of human existence and the
metaphysical world of higher truth become one and the same. 

Literary Works and Philosophy of Khalil Gibran

To The Prophet as well as to the rest of Gibran's works, Music can
be considered as a prelude. Published eleven years after Gibran's
emigration to Boston as a youth of eleven, this essay of about thirteen
pages marks the author's debut into the world of letters. Though entitled
Music, this booklet is more of a schoolboy's prosaic ode to music than
an objective dissertation on it. As such, it tells us more about Gibran,
the emotional boy, than about his subject. The Gibran it reveals is a
flowery sentimentalist who, saturated with a vague nostalgic sadness,
sees in music a floating sister-spirit, an ethereal embodiment of all that
a nostalgic heart is not and yet yearns to be. 

Between Music of 1905 and The Prophet of 1923, Gibran's
writings as well as his thought seem to have passed through two stages:
the youthful period of his early Arabic works, Nymphs of the Valley,
Spirits Rebellious, Broken Wings and A Tear and a Smile, published
between 1907 and 1914, and the relatively more mature stage of
Processions, The Tempests, The Madman, his first work in English,
and The Forerunner, his second, all leading up to The Prophet. It is only
natural that in his youthful stage Gibran's longing in Chinatown,
Boston, where he first settled, for Lebanon, the country of the first
impressionable years of his life, should dominate the two other strings
in his harp. Nymphs of the Valley is a collection of three short stories;
Spirits Rebellious consists of another four, while Broken Wings can
easily pass for a long short story. Overlooking names and dates, the
three books can safely be considered as one volume of eight collected
short stories that are similar in both style and conception, even to the
point of redundancy; in all of them Lebanon, as the unique land of
mystic natural beauty, provides the setting. The different heroes, though
their names and situations vary from story to story, are in essence one
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and the same. They are unmistakably Khalil Gibran the youth himself,
who at times does not even bother to conceal his identity, speaking in
the first person singular in Broken Wings and as Khalil in "Khalil the
Heretic" of Spirits Rebellious. This first-person hero is typically to be
found challenging pretenders to the possession of the body and soul of
his beloved Lebanon. These pretenders in the nineteenth and early
twentieth century are, in Gibran's reckoning, the feudal lords of
Lebanese aristocracy and the church order. The stories are therefore
almost invariably woven in such a way as to bring Gibran the hero, or a
Gibran-modelled hero, into direct conflict with representatives of one or
another of those groups.

In Broken Wings, Gibran the youth and Salma Karameh fall in
love. But the local archbishop frustrates their love by forcibly marrying
Salma to his nephew. Thus Gibran finds the opportunity, whilst singing
his love of the virgin beauty of Lebanon, to pour out his anger on the
church and its hierarchy. In Spirits Rebellious, Khalil the heretic is
expelled from a monastery in Mount Lebanon into a raging winter
blizzard, because he was too Christian to be tolerated by the abbot and
his fellow monks. Rescued at the last moment by a widow and her
beautiful daughter in a Lebanese hamlet and secretly given refuge in
their cottage, he soon makes the mother an admirer of his ideals of a
primitive anticlerical Christianity and the daughter a disciple and a
devoted lover. When he is discovered and captured by the local feudal
lord and brought to trial before him as a heretic and an outlaw, he
stands among the multitudes of humble Lebanese villagers and tenants
and speaks like a Christ at his second coming. Won over by his
defence, which he turns into an offensive against the allied despotism
of the church and the feudal system, the simple and poverty-stricken
villagers rally round him. As a consequence the local lord commits
suicide, the priest takes to flight, Khalil marries the daughter of his
rescuer, and the whole village lives ever afterwards in a blissful state of
natural piety, amity and justice.

It is easy to label Gibran in this early stage of his career as a social
reformer and a rebel, as he was indeed labelled by many students of his
works in the Arab world. His heroes, whose main weapons are their
eloquent tongues, are always engaged in struggles that are of a social
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nature. There are almost invariably three factors here: innocent
romantic love, frustrated by a society that subjugates love to worldly
selfish interests, a church order that claims wealth, power and absolute
authority in the name of Christ but is in fact utterly antichrist, and a
ruthlessly inhuman feudal system. However, in spite of the apparent
climate of social revolt in his stories Gibran remains far from deserving
the title of social reformer. 

To be a reformer in revolt against something is to be in possession
of a positive alternative. But nowhere do Gibran's heroes strike us as
having any real alternative. The alternatives, if any, are nothing but the
negation of what the heroes revolt against. Thus their alternative for a
corrupt love is no corrupt love, the sort of utopian love that we are
made to see in Broken Wings; the alternative for a feudal system is no
feudal system, or the kind of systemless society we end up with in
Spirits Rebellious; and the alternative for a Christless church is a Christ
without any kind of church, a madman in the kind of role in which John
has found himself. Not being in possession of an alternative, a social
reformer in revolt is instantly transformed from a hero into a social
misfit. Thus Gibran's heroes have invariably been heretics, madmen,
wanderers, and even prophets and Gods. As such they all represent
Gibran the emigrant misfit in Chinatown, Boston, drawn in his
imagination and longing to Lebanon, his childhood's fairyland, who is
not so much concerned with the ills that corrupt its society as with the
corrupt society that defiles its beauty. What kind of Lebanon Gibran
has in mind becomes clearer in a relatively late essay in Arabic, in
which his ideal of Lebanon and that of the antagonists whom he
portrays in his stories are set against one another.

The best that Gibran the rebel could tell those corrupters of
Lebanese society in this essay entitled "You Have Your Lebanon and I
have Mine" is not how to make Lebanon a better society, but how
beautiful is Lebanon without any society at all. He writes: "You have
your Lebanon and its problems, and I have my Lebanon and its beauty.
You have your Lebanon with all that it has of various interests and
concerns, while I have my Lebanon with all that it has of aspirations
and dreams ... Your Lebanon is a political riddle that time attempts to
resolve, while my Lebanon is hills rising in awe and majesty towards
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the blue sky ... Your Lebanon is ports, industry and commerce, while
my Lebanon is a far removed idea, a burning emotion, and an ethereal
word whispered by earth into the ear of heaven ... Your Lebanon is
religious sects and parties, while my Lebanon is youngsters climbing
rocks, running with rivulets and playing ball in open squares. Your
Lebanon is speeches, lectures and discussions, while my Lebanon is
songs of nightingales, swaying branches of oak and poplar, and echoes
of shepherd flutes reverberating in caves and grottoes."

When Gibran's homeland, the object of his longing, was Lebanon,
his anger was directed against those who in his view had defiled its
beauty. But now that his homeland had gradually assumed a
metaphysical Platonic meaning, his attack was no longer centred on
local clergy, church dogma, feudalism and the other  corrupting
influences in Lebanon, but rather on the shamefully defiled image that
man, the emigrant in the world of physical existence, has made of the
world of God, his original homeland. Not only Lebanese society, but
rather human society at large has become the main target of Gibran's
disgust and bitterness throughout the second stage of his career. This
kind of disgust constitutes the central theme in Gibran's long Arabic
poem Processions of 1919 and his book of collected Arabic essays The
Tempests of 1920, his last work in Arabic, as well as in his first two
works in English, The Madman of 1918, and The Forerunner of 1920,
both of which are collected parables and prose poems.

The hero in Gibran's poetico-fictional title-piece in The Tempests,
Youssof al-Fakhry in his cottage among the forbidding mountains,
becomes a mystery to the awe-stricken neighbourhood. Only to Gibran
the narrator, seeking refuge in the cottage one stormy evening, does he
reveal the secret of his heroic silence and seclusion. "It is a certain
awakening in the uttermost depth of the soul," he says, "a certain idea
which takes a man's conscience by surprise at a moment of
forgetfulness, and opens his vision whereby he sees life ... projected
like a tower of light between earth and infinity."

Looking at the rest of men from the tower of life, from his giant
God-self which he has so recognized at a rare moment of awakening,
Youssof al-Fakhry sees them in their forgetful day-to-day earthly
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existence, at the bottom of the tower. In their placid unwillingness to
lift their eyes to what is divine in their natures, they appear to him as
disgusting pigmies, hypocrites and cowards. "I have deserted people",
he explains to his guest, "because I have found myself a wheel turning
right among wheels invariably turning left." "No, my brother," he adds,
"I have not sought seclusion for prayer or hermitic practices. Rather
have I sought it in escape from people and their laws, teachings and
customs, from their ideas, noises and wailings. I have sought seclusion
so as not to see the faces of men selling their souls to buy with the price
thereof what is below their souls in value and honour."

In "The Grave-Digger", another poetico-fictional piece in The
Tempests, these men who have sold their souls, and who constitute in
Gibran's reckoning the rest of human society, are dismissed as dead,
though in the words of the hero, modelled in the lines of Youssof
alFakhry, "finding none to bury them, they remain on the face of the
earth in stinking disintegration". 2 The hero's advice to Gibran the
narrator is that for a man who has awakened to his giant God-self the
best service he can render society is digging graves. "From that hour up
to the present", Gibran concludes, "I have been digging graves and
burying the dead, but the dead are many and I am alone with nobody to
help me."

Gibran's belief in the unity of life, which has hitherto made only
intermittent and at times confused appearances in his writings, has now
become, with all its implications with regard to human life and conduct,
the prevailing theme of the rest of his works. If life is one and infinite,
then man is the infinite in embryo, just as a seed is in itself the whole
tree in embryo. "Every seed", says Gibran in one of his later works, "is
a longing." 1 This longing is presumably the longing of the tree in the
seed for self-fulfilment in the actual tree that it had previously been.
Every seed therefore bears within itself the longing, the self-fulfilment
and the means by which this can be achieved. To transfer the analogy to
man is to say that every man as a conscious being is a divine seed; is
life absolute and infinite in embryo. Every man, therefore, according to
Gibran, is a longing: the longing of the divine in man for man the
divine whom he had previously been. But, to quote Gibran again, "No
longing remains unfulfilled." 
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Therefore every man is destined for Godhood. Like the seed, he
bears within him the longing, the fulfilment which is God, and the road
leading to this fulfilment. It is in this context that Gibran declares in
The Forerunner, "You are your own forerunner, and the towers you
have built are but the foundations of your giant self."

Stripped of its poetical trappings, Gibran's teaching in The Prophet
is found to rest on the single idea that life is one and infinite. As a
living being, man in his temporal existence is only a shadow of his real
self. To be one's real self is to be one with the infinite to which man is
inseparably related. Self-realization, therefore, lies in going out of one's
spatio-temporal dimensions, so that the self is broadened to the extent
of including everyone and all things. Consequently man's only path in
self-realization, to his greater self, lies in love. Hence love is the theme
of the opening sermon of Almustafa to the people of Orphalese. No
man can say "I" truly without meaning the totality of things apart from
which he cannot be or be conceived. Still less can one love oneself truly
without loving everyone and all things. So love is at once an
emancipation and a crucifixion: an emancipation because it releases
man from his narrow confinement and brings him to that stage of
broader self-consciousness whereby he feels one with the infinite, with
God; a crucifixion because to grow into the broader self is to shatter the
smaller  self which was the seed and confinement. Thus true
self-assertion is bound to be a self-negation. "For even as love crowns
you", says Almustafa to his hearers, "so shall he crucify you. Even as he
is for your growth so is he for your pruning."

Gibran, who throughout his career was a poet of alienation and
longing, strikes us in The Prophet and in Jesus the Son of Man,
Almustafa's duplicate, as having arrived at his long-cherished state of
intellectual rest and spiritual fulfilment. Almustafa and Christ, who in
Gibran's reckoning are earth-born Gods, reveal human destiny as being
man's gradual ascent through love and spiritual sublimation towards
ultimate reunion with God, the absolute and the infinite. It is possible
that Gibran began to have second thoughts about the philosophy of his
prophet towards the end of his life. Otherwise why is it that instead of
one earth God, one human destiny, he now presents us with three who
apparently are in disagreement?
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Shortly after Jesus the Son of Man, Gibran, who had for some time
been fighting a chronic illness, came to realize that the fates were not
on his side. Like Almustafa, he must have seen his ship coming in the
mist to take him to the isle of his birth and in the lonely journey
towards death, armed as he was with the mystic convictions of
Almustafa, he must have often stopped to examine the implications of
his philosophy.

 In his farewell address to the people of Orphalese, Almustafa saw
his departure as "A little while, a moment of rest upon the wind". But
what of this endless cycle of births and rebirths? If man's ultimate
destiny as a finite being is to unite with the infinite, then that destiny is
a virtual impossibility. For the road to the infinite is infinite, and man's
quest as a traveller through reincarnation is bound to be endless and
fruitless.

Conclusion

Thus Gibran concludes his life-long alienation. His thought in the
twilight of his days seems to have swung back to his youth where it
first started. It is a complete cycle, in conformity, though perhaps
unconsciously, with his idea of reincarnation. The tenacious cedar tree
which was Gibran the Prophet went back again to the seed that it was:
to love, human and frail-"Perchance to wake to the dawn of another
world.
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